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Role of buoyancy in the onset of dendritic growth in thin layer electrodeposition
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Even in thin, quasi-two-dimensional horizontal cells, electrodeposition of treelike metal aggregates is ac-
companied by a gravity-induced fluid flow at the electrodes. This convective motion mixes the electrolyte and
tends to homogenize the concentration. This results in delaying the time at which the branched aggregates start
growing, which roughly coincides with the Sand’s timet at which the concentration goes to zero at the
cathode. The relative influence of diffusion and convection on the concentration distributions depends on cell
thickness, salt concentration, and current density: depending on these parameters, we predict three different
regimes for the onset of dendritic growth. We report here on the experimental observation of these regimes.
Our theoretical predictions quantitatively account for the observed behaviors.@S1063-651X~99!01703-1#

PACS number~s!: 81.15.Pq, 82.45.1z, 47.20.Bp, 61.43.Hv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies@1–22# have permitted a better understan
ing of the formation of branched metal aggregates that
often found in electrodeposition from binary electrolytes.
particular, the respective roles of the space-charge-indu
local electric fields @2#, electroconvection @7,15#, and
buoyancy-induced convective motion@11–16# have been de-
scribed in detail. Very recently, de Bruyn has investiga
different aspects of the early stages of the electrodepos
@19,21#. One of the results of this very detailed study was
observation of a large and systematic increase of the Sa
time: at this time, in a cell operated in galvanostatic con
tions, the concentration goes to zero at the cathode and
cell potential diverges@23#.

The aim of this paper is to give an explanation to th
phenomenon, based on our previous work on grav
induced convection@20#. The basic idea is that convectiv
motion mixes the electrolyte and tends to homogenize
concentration. This results in delaying the time when
concentration goes to zero at the cathode.

We will first use the results of our theoretical descripti
of convective motion to calculate the Sand’s time in differe
situations, where either diffusion or convection has a do
nant role~Sec. II!. Then we will compare our calculation t
experiments performed in cells with dimensions allowing
to observe these same situations~Sec. III!.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Several authors have shown that the growth of branc
aggregates starts when the electrolyte concentration goe
zero at the cathode@5,8,9,13,21,22#. In the simple case of a
binary electrolyte with no convection, this occurs at t
Sand’s timet given by @23#

t5pe2D~11mc /ma!2C0
2/~4J2!. ~1!

D is the ambipolar diffusion constant for the sa
D5(Dcma1Damc)/(ma1mc), whereDa and Dc , ma and
mc are the anion and cation diffusion constants and mob
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~3!/3135~5!/$15.00
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ties, respectively.C0 is the initial equivalent salt concentra
tion: C05zcCc5zaCa , whereCc andCa , zc andza are the
concentrations and charge numbers of the cations and
anions, respectively.J is the current density.

Convective motion mixes the electrolyte and tends to
mogenize the concentration. This results in delaying the t
teff when the concentration goes to zero at the cathode.
will show how this is related to the occurrence of the diffe
ent diffusion-convection regimes that we described in R
@20#.

Typically, after applying the polarization to the cell, on
finds three different regimes@20#. First, very soon after the
current has been switched on in the cell, one observes
formation of a depleted region at the cathode: this is a n
mal diffusive regime, where convection is negligible~regime
1!. Then, due to density gradients induced by the concen
tion changes at the electrodes, convection starts at both e
trodes, widening the perturbed zone in these regions. W
convection becomes the dominant mechanism, fluids w
different densities behave approximately as immiscible
uids ~regime 2!. Finally, at longer times, fluid motion is suf
ficiently slow that diffusion tends to equalize the concent
tions vertically ~i.e., along the direction normal to the cel!
~regime 3!. In this last regime~which we call the diffusion-
hindered spreading regime@20#!, the extent of the perturbed
zone near the electrodes varies ast1/2. This behavior is simi-
lar to a normal diffusive regime, but with an enhanced d
fusion constantDeff @18,20#:

Deff;~vd2/D !2/~d2/D !5v2d2/D, ~2!

wherev is the fluid velocity andd is the cell thickness. For
typical experimental conditions,Deff can be one order o
magnitude larger than the ‘‘normal’’ diffusion constantD
@20#.

Now, depending on experimental conditions, the timeteff
when the concentration goes to zero at the cathode may
into one of the above three regimes. Ifteff occurs in regime
1, one has the normal Sand’s behavior, andteff5t. If teff
occurs in regimes 2 or 3, due to concentration mixing,
Sand’s time should be increased. Indeed, Argoulet al. and
3135 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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de Bruyn @18,21# have reported that, in their experiment
conditions, the cell potential increases at an effective San
time, which is one order of magnitude larger than the ‘‘no
mal’’ Sand’s time.

In the following, based on the model presented in R
@20#, we present a theoretical estimate of the effective San
time in the presence of buoyancy-induced motion, in the
gimes 2 and 3 mentioned above.

We start from the expression we derived in Ref.@20# for
the lengthL of the perturbed region in the vicinity of th
electrodes; in regime 2,

L;S g

h
MvaC0D 3/10

d3/5D1/5t4/5, ~3!

and in regime 3,

L'0.222S g

h
MvaC0D 1/3 d4/3

D1/6
t1/2. ~4!

Here,h is the dynamic viscosity of the electrolyte,g is the
acceleration of gravity, andM5dr/dC5const. M is ap-
proximately the mass per unit charge of the salt molec
~for CuSO4, M is approximately one-half of the molecula
mass!. Finally, va52maE is the anion migration velocity in
the applied electric fieldE @1,2#. Note that, in regime 1,L is
the usual diffusion length, which may be written as

L'~4Dt !1/2. ~5!

Now Eq. ~3! tells us thatL follows a power law behavior
as a function of time, and as a function of the different p
rameters characterizing the cell, but our model could
predict the prefactork of this power law. From our experi
ments, we estimated this prefactor to be roughly equal to
@note, however, that as mentioned in@20#, in regime 2, our
experimental results forL did not fit perfectly the relation
given by Eq.~3!#.

Figure 5 of Ref.@20# schematically described the evolu
tion of our system through the different regimes. There
also a fourth regime, which is dominated by the migration
the anions, which triggers the growth of a ramified depo
this regime will not be considered in the following. Trans
tions between regimes 1, 2, and 3 are generally expecte
times that we will call in the following tco1
(regime 1→regime 2) andtco2 (regime 2→regime 3). Note
that tco1 and tco2 correspond, respectively, to timest1 and t2
of Ref. @20#. Of course, timestco1 and tco2 can only be ob-
served if the concentration does not go to zero before
other words, ifteff.tco1 andteff.tco2, respectively.

The expressions for the crossover times can be obta
by equating Eqs.~5! and ~3! for time tco1, and Eqs.~3! and
~4! for time tco2. We then obtain

tco1'~2/k!10/3~h/gMC0va!~D/d2!, ~6!

tco2'~0.22/k!10/3~h/gMC0va!21/9~d2/D !11/9. ~7!

The anionic velocityva may be expressed as a function
the applied current densityJ @1,2#:

va5J/C0e~11mc /ma!. ~8!
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From Eqs.~6!–~8! one can calculate the variations oftco1
and tco2 with J,

tco1'~2/k!10/3~h/gM!@e~11mc /ma!/J#~D/d2!, ~9!

tco2'~0.22/k!10/3@~h/gM!e~11mc /ma!/J#21/9~d2/D !11/9.
~10!

A typical result is shown in Fig. 1. The crossover timestco1
and tco2 follow power laws as a function ofJ. As the expo-
nents of these power laws are different, there must be a v
J* for which tco15tco25tco* . At high current density
(J.J* ), we havetco1,tco2, a situation which is compatible
with the assumption that regime 1 should be observed be
regime 2, and regime 2 before regime 3.

On the other hand, at low current density (J,J* ), one
finds tco2,tco1, which is in contradiction with the above
assumptions. In fact, the timestco1 andtco2 have no physical
meaning here: what actually happens in this case is that
role of convection remains negligible at any time. Hence,
system remains in regime 1 for anyt.0.

We now come to the calculation of the effective Sand
time teff . We recall thatteff is the time when concentratio
goes to zero at the cathode. In regime 1,teff5t @Eq. ~1!#.

To calculateteff in regime 3, we must express the depl
tion at the cathode, which from@20# may be written as

A~0!5C02C~0!'11.0S g

h
M D 21/3

~vaC0!2/3
D1/6

d4/3
t1/2,

~11!

where C(0) is the effective concentration at the cathod
Writing A(0)5C0 , one finds forteff :

teff50.0082~C0Mg/h!2/3~d8/3/D1/3!va
24/3,

or, from Eq.~8!:

teff50.0082C0
2~Mg/h!2/3~d8/3/D1/3!@J/e~11mc /ma!#24/3.

~12!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing the three different m
transport regimes and the crossover timestco1 and tco2 ~logarithmic
scale!. At high current density (J.J* ), one findstco1,tco2, a situ-
ation which is compatible with the assumption that regime 1 sho
be observed before regime 2, and regime 2 before regime 3. On
other hand, at low current density (J,J* ), Eqs.~9! and~10! imply
that tco2,tco1, which is in contradiction with the above assum
tions ~see text!. The vertical line separates the two regionsJ,J*
andJ.J* .
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From Eq.~12! we see thatteff has aJ24/3 power-law depen-
dence in regime 3.

Now, in regime 2, the calculation ofteff is not straight-
forward because we have no expression for the concentra
at the cathode in this regime@20#. In fact, in this regime, we
supposed in Ref.@20# that we had two immiscible layersL0
and L1 , with concentrationsC0 and C1,C0 , respectively.
The calculation describing regime 2 in Ref.@20# permitted us
to determine the thicknessD(x) of the layerL1 . However, it
was only valid in the limitD(0)!d. To calculateteff in
regime 2, we will then make a very crude approximatio
considering the two-layers system as an average med
with concentrationCav(x):

Cav~x!5~1/d!$@d2D~x!#C01D~x!C1%. ~13!

Furthermore, we assumeC150. The Sand’s time should
then correspond to the time when the concentrationCav(0)
becomes equal to zero; hence, whenD(0)5d. To calculate
concentrationCav(0), wewill assume that

@Cav~0!2C0# 3
4 L;C0vat. ~14!

This simply derives from the assumption that the concen
tion depletion near the cathode results from~i! the electrode
reaction and~ii ! the cationic diffusion toward the cathod
The factor 3

4 accounts approximately for the shape of t
curveD(x) as a function ofx. This gives

@C02Cav~0!#'vaC0~1.33/k!~h/gMC0va!3/10

3d23/5D21/5t1/5 ~15!

from which we find

teff5~k5/4.16!~C0Mg/h!3/2d3Dva
27/2,

or, from Eq.~8!:

teff5~k5/4.16!C0
5~Mg/h!3/2d3D@J/e~11mc /ma!#27/2.

~16!

We show in Fig. 2 the schematic variations~dropping
numerical constants! of the different effective Sand’s time
given by Eqs.~1!, ~11!, and~16! together with the variations
of tco1 and tco2 described in Fig. 1. We find two differen
situations.

~i! In Fig. 2~a!, the line t(J) @Eq. ~1!# crosses the lines
tco1(J) and tco2(J) at highJ ~this corresponds to the regio
wheretco1,tco2!. We then observe four distinct behaviors f
the timeteff . ~a! At high J, t(J),tco1: we are in the pure
diffusive regime, and we find the classical Sand’s behav
described by Eq.~1!. The complete depletion at the catho
is attained prior to the onset of convection.~b! At lower J,
t(J).tco1: in the pure convective regime,teff is now given
by Eq. ~16!. As teff varies asJ27/2, teff becomes larger than
t whenJ decreases. ~g! At still lower J, teff.tco2: the sys-
tem now enters the diffusion hindered regime before co
plete depletion, andteff is given by Eq.~12!. Now teff varies
as J24/3, which increases more slowly thant when J de-
creases. ~d! Finally teff ~regime 3! is equal tot when J
on

,
m,

-

r

-

decreases to the value for whichtco15tco2. Here we find
again the system in the pure diffusive regime.

~ii ! In Fig. 2~b!, the linet(J) @Eq. ~1!# crosses the lines
tco1(J) and tco2(J) at low J ~this corresponds to the regio
wheretco1.tco2!. One is always in the pure diffusive regim
i.e., the Sand’s time follows the classical relation~1!. This
typically happens at low concentration and/or low cell thic
ness.

We will now describe an experimental verification of o
predictions.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The experimental setup has been described elsewhe
detail @8,13,20#. In the present paper we have studied t
electrodeposition of copper from copper sulfate
31022 mol l21, in thin rectangular cells. Two electrolyt
layer thicknesses have been used: 0.012 and 0.05 cm.
parallel horizontal plates were made of glass. The cop
electrodes were polished with SiC polishing paper~1200
grade!. The depositions were performed under constant c
rent, with current densities in the range 1–30 mA cm22.

FIG. 2. The thick line shows the variation of the effectiv
Sand’s time as a function of the current densityJ ~logarithmic
scale!. ~a! At high concentration and/or cell thickness, one o
serves four different behaviors for the variation ofteff with current
densityJ, denoted by lettersa, b, g, andd ~see text!. ~b! At low
concentration and/or cell thickness, convection has no influenc
teff , and one always observes the normal Sand’s behavior desc
by Eq. ~1!.
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Time evolution of the cell potentialV(t) ~between anode an
cathode! was systematically recorded during the polariz
tions.

The variation of ionic concentration in the electrolyte w
measured from IR light absorption experiments@13#, in the
vicinity of the cathode. Absorption from Cu21 ions is pro-
portional to concentration: concentration profiles are then
rectly obtained from these measurements.

In agreement with de Bruyn@21#, we found aV(t) curve
exhibiting several features. In the following, we will conce
trate on the timet1 , corresponding to the largest peak in t
dV/dt curve: this peak was found to correspond to the
pearance of rough growth on the cathode@21#. Figure 3
shows the variation of timet1 with the current densityJ,
compared with the timeteff calculated in Sec. II. The cel
thickness isd50.05 cm. This situation corresponds to t
case described in Fig. 2~a!: we predicted four different be
haviors. Due to experimental limitations, we can only o
serve three of these behaviors, namely,a, b, andg in Fig.
2~a!. Indeed, it is very difficult to perform experiments co
responding to very short times~high J, teff,1 s!, or very
long times~low J, teff.10 000 s!. For high current densities
the high power dissipated in the cell may induce local te
perature increases, whereas for low current densities, it
be difficult to keep the experimental conditions constant d
ing the very long period needed to reach concentration de
tion at the cathode.

As mentioned in Sec. II, we have to determine the pr
actork of our pure convective model. We show in Fig. 4
comparison between the experimental optical absorption
file in the vicinity of the cathode and the concentration p
file, calculated according to Eq.~11! and Ref.@20#. Experi-
mental conditions are such that we are in the pure convec
regime: the cell thickness isd50.05 cm and the current den
sity is J50.02 A/cm2. The absorption profile is adjusted, s
that it coincides with the concentration profile~remember
that optical absorption is proportional to the concentratio!.
The prefactork is determined by equating the experimen
and the calculated lengths of the depleted zone. Here,

FIG. 3. Variation of the experimental timet1 ~closed circles! as
a function of the current densityJ, compared to the variations of th
Sand’s timet and of the effective timesteff ~solid lines, see text!.
ConcentrationC0/2 of the electrolyte is 0.05 mol l21, and cell thick-
ness is 0.05 cm: this corresponds to the situation described in
2~a!. We also show in this figure the results of a corrected calcu
tion for teff in the pure convective regime~dashed line, see text!.
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find a valuek50.33, slightly lower than the valuek50.46
mentioned in Ref.@20#. We also observe in Fig. 4 that th
theoretical curve correctly fits the experimental data at d
tances larger than 0.015 cm. Close to the electrode, one
serves a negative peak in the concentration profile: This
is associated with the diffusion layer in the vicinity of th
cathode. Such a dip was also obtained from our numer
calculations presented in Ref.@20# which showed that its
intensity and width were almost constant in time.

One observes a good agreement between the experim
time t1 and the calculated timeteff for behaviors~a! and~g!
~i.e., in the pure diffusive regime, and in the diffusio
hindered regime, respectively!. On the other hand, in the
pure convective regime@case~b!# the experimental variation
observed fort1 is shifted to the lower time side, in compar
son with the calculatedteff . We attribute this discrepancy t
the fact that the ‘‘pure convective regime’’ approximatio
only partially accounts for the convective motion observed
this case; for example, the dip in the concentration profile
not accounted for by this approximation. The existence
this dip has two consequences:~a! the calculation ofCav @Eq.
~14!# must be corrected to take into account this peak, a
~b! the concentrationCav(0) at the cathode is much lowe
than the value given by Eq.~15!; hence, the timeteff is much
lower than the value given by Eq.~16!.

The dotted line in Fig. 3 is calculated using the followin
approximation: we consider the dip in the concentrat
profile to remain constant aftertco1. More precisely, we take
its intensity equal to a valueDC5J(4Dtco1/p)1/2/
@eD(11mc /ma)# ~see Ref.@13#!. This results in a slightly
more complex determination forteff , which we have to cal-
culate numerically. Indeed, we obtain a large decrease in
calculatedteff , which fits the experimental results much be
ter.

In Fig. 5, we show experimental results similar to tho
presented in Fig. 3, but for a cell thicknessd50.012 cm.
This situation now corresponds to the case described in
2~b!: one observes that the timeteff is very close to the
Sand’s timet given by Eq.~1!. This confirms our prediction
for the case described in Fig. 2~b!.

ig.
-

FIG. 4. Comparison of the optical absorption profile in the
cinity of the cathode~solid line! with the concentration profile,
calculated according to Eq.~11! and Ref.@20# ~dotted line!. The
experimental data have been recorded 17 seconds after the cu
has been switched on. ConcentrationC0/2 of the electrolyte is 0.05
mol l21, current density isJ50.02 A/cm2, and cell thicknessd
50.05 cm.
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More generally, our results fort1 are in good agreemen
with those reported by de Bruyn in Ref.@21#. Hence, we
believe that we provide here a quantitative explanation
the increased Sand’s time described by this author. This
explains similar results reported in the literature@17#.

FIG. 5. Variation of the experimental timet1 ~closed circles! as
a function of the current densityJ, compared to the variation of th
Sand’s timet ~solid line!: the concentration is the same as in Fig.
the cell thickness is now 0.012 cm. This corresponds to the situa
described in Fig. 2~b!.
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Finally, one can wonder about the possible influence
electroconvection on the results discussed above. In fact
believe that there is no influence. Electroconvective mot
is due to the motion of the cations in the high electric fie
which builds up around the tips of the growing aggrega
@6,7#: this electric field is the consequence of the formati
of space charges@1#. Now, in principle, no space charges a
formed before the onset of ramified growth, which has be
shown to occur at the Sand’s time@5,8,9,13,21,22#. As a
consequence the Sand’s time should not be affected by e
troconvection, which only starts afterward.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have measured the Sand’s time as a function
current density for two different cell thicknesses, correspo
ing to two distinct situations: for the thinner cell (d
50.012 cm), the perturbation on the concentration at
cathode due to buoyancy driven motion is not sufficient
perturb the Sand’s behavior. On the other hand, for
thicker cell, we observe that, in a limited current dens
range, the Sand’s time is enhanced, due to concentra
mixing related to convection. Our theoretical results acco
quantitatively for our experimental results, as well as for d
previously reported in the literature.
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